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LOW TUNNELS FOR ON-FARM FROST PROTECTION,

GROWTH ENHANCEMENT, AND EARLINESS

Mathieu Ngouajio*, and George McManus**
*Department of Horticulture, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan, 48824

ngouajio@msu.edu
**L. H. Piggott & Girls Family Farm / Farm Market, 3824 E Napier, Benton Harbor, MI 49022

Low tunnels are special row covers used for many reasons including, season extension, frost protection,
insect exclusion, heavy rain, and hail protection. Vegetable growers in regions with a temperate climate
like Michigan do not have a lot of flexibility because climatic conditions restrict the growing season to a
very narrow window. Because of this narrow window of production, most crops reach maturity at the
same time, harvest in synchronized, and all growers hit the market at the same time. The direct
consequence of the peak in production is a drop in the price paid to growers and that regardless of their
actual input costs. Experienced growers indicate that their “home runs” are made either early or late in
the season. Therefore, they have developed strategies to extend those “profit windows”. The use of low
tunnels is one of the strategies used by experienced growers. When the main objective of low tunnels is
to increase temperature, it is important to understand several factors including: the type of material used,
the level of temperature increase, and frost protection ability.

Materials used for low tunnels: Most low tunnels are made with polyethylene plastic or spunbonded
fabrics (polyester or polypropylene). Polyethylene covers are used for most low tunnels. They are
lightweight and come in either solid or perforated sheets. Holes on perforated covers are important for
gas, temperature, and water exchange with the outside environment. Spunbonded fabrics allow for
ventilation and water to pass between the fibers. Polyethylene materials are available in various
thicknesses while the spunbonded fabrics are available in various weights.

Temperature increase and frost protection: When using low tunnels always keep in mind that they are
more efficient at increasing temperature especially during a sunny day than at protecting against frost.
Even in the absence of a frost risk, some growers may consider using low tunnels because most warm
season vegetables stop growing at temperatures below 40-50oF. Low tunnels may increase the
temperature enough to promote the growth of these warm season vegetables. In general:
 Polyethylene plastic materials build more heat than woven fabric (spunbonded).
Clear plastics increase temperatures more efficiently than white or colored plastics.

Increase in temperature under the cover during daytime may vary greatly depending on the material used.
However, when it comes to frost protection, the material used is critical. Most woven fabrics and
polyethylene materials used in agriculture can only protect the crop down to 28 oF but some heavy
materials have shown acceptable protection down to 20 oF. It is therefore extremely important to select
the right material.

Some growers have combined low tunnels with raised beds covered with plastic mulch; others have added
cover crop wind breaks between beds. Finally, some growers have attempted to improve the level of frost
protection by installing double or multiple layers of the row covers.
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When the outside temperature is high enough, it is recommended to remove row covers. Temperature can
get extremely high inside the covers and injure the crop, especially when polyethylene row covers without
holes are used. It is also important to remove the covers at flowering stage for pollination. This is
particularly critical for crops like cucumber that rely on insects for pollination.

In an on-farm study conducted by our team in 2009 we measured a temperature increase from 86 oF open
air to 96 oF (single layer) and 113 oF (double layer) tunnels. Interestingly the change in temperature
occurred within 5-10 minutes following tunnels installation.

Both the single and the double layer low tunnels were able to protect cucumber during the growing season
when outside temperature was as low as 29 oF. This allowed harvesting cucumbers as early as mid June
when the rest of the industry was still planting.

The double layer low tunnel was designed by George McManus.
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Spunbonded low tunnels Perforated plastic low tunnels



8 YEARS OF CUT FLOWERS IN HAYGROVES:

WHAT WE’VE LEARNED

Keith Cramer, President
Cramers’ Posie Patch

717.367.9494

Overview of our tunnel history:
We were seeking a viable way to extend our season, primarily for frost protection in the late season, when
we discovered Haygroves. At about the same time, our 1/6th acre of home made tunnels failed in light to
moderate winds. We purchased one acre of Haygrove’s Series 4 Multibay tunnels in the fall of 2001. This
structure is comprised of six connected 24’ x 300’ bays. Our plan was to use these tunnels to extend
annual production at both ends of the season.

These tunnels are covered in early April and remain covered through late October. We generally plant 4
beds per bay. Flat beds are made using 5 ft wide black mulch with double drip tape. We hand transplant 4
rows per bed on a 10” x 12” pattern in the third week of April. We use a mid-weight floating row cover
with low wire hoops to further protect and accelerate the plant growth. The combination of high tunnels
and floating row cover generally give us a head start of 3 to 5 weeks over our field production.

In the fall of 2006 we added 1.3 acres of Haygrove’s Solo tunnels. This structure consists of four 24’ x
530’ bays. These tunnels share anchors, but the growing space in each bay is isolated from the adjoining
bays. Production in the Solos was geared toward perennial production, specifically to advance the harvest
on some of our more common “filler” items along with select high value crops.

Because of their design, Solo tunnels can be covered earlier than the Series 4 style tunnels. We cover
them in mid March, weather permitting. Before construction, we formed 4 raised beds in each bay with
double drip tape. The entire area was then covered with black weed cloth “wall to wall”. Haygrove’s
anchoring system allows you to make a small slice in the fabric to allow for drilling the anchors – leaving
a very neat, tidy finished look. We used floating row cover to help the perennial plants get established in
the fall and break dormancy earlier in the spring. Most of our crops from Solos harvested 3 to 4 weeks
earlier than our field production.

What we’ve learned about tunneling.
There are two major keys to profitable operation of tunnels – tunnel management (for wind and
temperature) and a good marketing plan (varieties and timing).

Temperature management:
Growers commonly think of only the early and late temps in their tunnels. We have learned that the
months in between are just as important. Overheating plants during the growing season can kill any profit
made from tunneling. Floating row cover can add temperature in both the early and late season. During
the summer months, proper venting is critical. Haygroves, by design, can be vented very high on the



hoops and have large air volumes that change temperature slowly, allowing for ideal growing conditions
if managed properly. We have used recording thermometers in our tunnels to make venting decisions. In
general, venting should be done in stages – starting early will have the best impact on rising temps.

Wind management:
Proper wind management is essential for tunnels to be profitable. The first step is to buy the proper
structure for your climate, specifically wind loading. Do your homework, shop around, ask other growers.
Make sure when you get a quote that you find out exactly what it includes – and just as important, what it
does not include. Tunnels are vented during high winds to prevent damage to the structure, allowing air to
move through the tunnel rather that forcing it to go around. As new tunnel owners, we employed a
“paranoid venting practice”. As we learned more about our tunnels and how they reacted to wind we
relaxed a bit, but we continue to be diligent in our venting. To date we have not had any damage to our
tunnels even though we have had numerous 65+ mph thunderstorms. We have found that wind damage to
our crops is minimal, usually around the edges if any at all. Compared to potential damage to the
structure, venting is the only way to go.

Marketing – Varieties:
Varieties play an important role in tunnel success. Most of these decisions will be market specific. We
have found that having ‘some of everything’ tunneled along with regular plantings in the field cover most
of our customer’s needs. Our experience has been that almost every variety grows better (faster, more
vigorous) in a tunnel. The key is determining which varieties are in demand. Ask your customers, they
can tell you what shortages they are seeing. Don’t be afraid to experiment with varieties and take a hard
look at your plan each year to see where you can improve.

Marketing – Timing:
Along with specific varieties, timing of your production can greatly affect your profitability. Each grower
will have to weigh the risk vs. rewards of stretching the season. Even in a tunnel, extremely early
transplanting can be costly if temperatures drop too low. We have learned that the transplanting date is
only part of the equation when it comes to timing a specific crop. The Haygroves accelerate the growth of
plants faster than field conditions. For example, transplanting celosia two weeks earlier in the tunnels vs.
the field generally results in five weeks earlier harvest.

Combining high tunnels with floating row cover and sequential transplanting can create a longer harvest
window on both annuals and perennials. Duplicating these practices in the field can further add to this
window, allowing you to offer your customers what they need – when they need it.

Numbers:
Growing annuals in our Series 4 Haygroves (1 acre) currently generates an average gross of $1.30 per
square foot. We estimate that these tunnels paid for themselves, including setup labor, in about 2½
seasons. This was our first venture growing under cover - accordingly a great deal of “experience” was
earned! We shuffled varieties, spacing, planting dates, and irrigation schedules until we were better
satisfied with the results.

The lessons learned in our fist tunnels paid off when we added the Solo tunnels. Having a firm grip on
what our customers were looking for, and a better understanding of the tunnel construction made this 1.3
acre block profitable immediately. In our first season we saw May sales increase 378% over the previous
season, while our June sales increased over 30%. Effectively, the Solo tunnels changed May from a weak
month to one of the strongest of the season. The season totals from this block paid for the materials and
labor in one season. Needless to say, our customers were extremely happy that we expanded our early
season product line.



Current Plans and the Future:
Our business is relocating. Our long term lease was set to come to an end in 2011. In February of this
year, we purchased a 95 acre farm approximately 7 miles from our current location. We are using this
opportunity to expand our tunnel production yet again. We have constructed 2½ acres of new tunnels –
1½ acres of Series 4 and a full acre of Haygrove’s new SuperSolos. In the late summer of 2010 we will
dismantle and relocate the 2.3 acres of existing structures giving us nearly 5 acres of high tunnel
production at our new location. We will continue with the formula that has worked - but add new, longer
range tunnel projects such as woody ornamentals and more peony production.

Tunnels have changed and will continue to change the way we do business. We are more profitable. We
are a little less weather dependant – which carries an intangible value in and of itself. Our customers have
come to realize that we are willing to do whatever it takes to meet as many of their needs as possible –
which adds yet another intangible, customer loyalty. We are only able to do this because of the tunnels
inherent profitability, when managed correctly.



FUTURE TRENDS FOR HIGH TUNNELS

IN THE UNITED STATES

Lewis W. Jett, Ph.D
West Virginia University

State Commercial Horticulture Extension
Vegetable & Small Fruit Crops

2102 Agriculture Sciences Building
Morgantown, WV 26506-6108

(304) 293-6131 (Office)
(304) 288-2116 (Mobile)

Lewis.Jett@mail.wvu.edu (email)

Extending the traditional growing season is a characteristic of any successful produce farm. As the
growing environment becomes more erratic and growers face increasing damage from diseases, insects
and wildlife, all tools which extending the growing season and protect the growing crop have become
invaluable and profitable. High tunnels are the penultimate season extension tool available to growers in
the U.S.

High tunnels are low cost, plastic-covered greenhouses which use no electricity or energy from fossil
fuels to heat or ventilate the structure. Solar energy is trapped within the structure and used to warm the
air and soil. The crop is protected from inclement weather, pests and other stresses. Many crops can be
planted and harvested approximately 5-6 weeks earlier than crops grown in the open field environment.

Over the past decade, high tunnels have been rapidly adopted by many produce growers across the U.S.
In a survey conducted in the Central Midwest, high tunnel construction doubled over a 5-year period
(2003-2008). The growth in construction of high tunnels parallels the growth of demand for local food.
Local production and marketing reduces transportation and packaging costs which can be a significant
production expense for produce growers. The majority of high tunnels are stationary with growers
rotating crops within or between seasons of each year. However, there is increasing interest in mobile
high tunnels which enable growers the opportunity to use a high tunnel over several crops throughout the
year. Mobile high tunnels also prevent the accumulation of fertilizer salts which can damage many high
tunnel crops. I believe there will be an increase in use of mobile high tunnels by growers in the future.

Many growers use high tunnels for season extension of crops, with the minority using these structures for
year-round production. Tomatoes and leafy greens are the dominant vegetable crops produced within
high tunnels while brambles and strawberries are the dominant fruit crops. High tunnels fill a market
window between early-season greenhouse and field production of high-value crops such as tomatoes and
peppers, and thus can be used as a tool to have a continuous supply of products for market from the farm.
Plants which have a vertical or compact growing habit are especially well-suited for high tunnel culture
since they utilize space more efficiently. Ideally a crop chosen for high tunnel production must have high
yield per plant (land area) and high value per unit. Intercropping, the growing of 2 or more crops in the
same area over all or part of the growing season, is rarely practiced in the open field but has been shown



to increase production efficiency within a high tunnel. Our research has revealed that intercropping
tomatoes with cool season vegetables such as leafy salad greens can increase the production efficiency of
a high tunnel by 30%.

Temperature management is one of the most important issues related to high tunnel crop production.
High tunnels can exhibit extreme fluctuations in temperature. Most growers have constructed larger-sized
high tunnels which enclose a larger air volume. Due to a larger enclosed air volume, larger high tunnels
do not lose radiant heat as fast during the night and tend to not increase in temperature as rapidly during
the day. Higher sidewalls facilitate better cross ventilation. Ridge, roof or gable vents are also very
effective in moderating temperature within the high tunnel. The majority of high tunnel producers in the
U.S use some form of supplemental heat. This includes the use of portable heaters that protect against a
frost while other growers may use stationary heating systems which heat the air or soil. Supplemental
heat can dramatically increase the productivity of a high tunnel. Often, circumventing one or two freeze
events is all that is needed to bring the crop to harvest.
Water which cascades off the high tunnel roof can be impounded in storage tanks and used to supplement
irrigation of high tunnel crops. Rain gutters can be attached to the hip board and channeled to an
aboveground or subterranean storage tank. Our use of rain gutters on high tunnels in West Virginia has
provided approximately 50% of the irrigation requirements for high tunnel strawberries. I envision many
high tunnel growers impounding water from the high tunnel to make the high tunnel more self-sufficient
in inputs.

Long-term soil quality within the high tunnel has become an issue for some growers who have stationary
high tunnels. Growers should test soil annually and monitor soil salinity. High tunnels provide an
excellent environment for cover crops which can be grown between crops. Many high tunnel producers
are evaluating soilless growing containers for production of high tunnel crops. This includes the use of
static hydroponic or floatbed systems which are very efficient in controlling root zone temperatures.
Elevated, soilless growing systems for crops such as strawberries, cucumbers and leafy greens are
becoming popular with high tunnel producers.

The use of UV-blocking plastic on high tunnels can significantly reduce insect pest infestations. High
tunnels are very amenable to integrated pest management practices such as scouting and release of
beneficial insects.

Many growers are uncertain about specific water and nutrient requirements of high tunnel crops and often
extrapolate field recommendations to high tunnel crops. Crops grown within high tunnels typically
produce larger leaves and greater biomass per plant. Moreover the warmer soil temperatures within a
high tunnel may increase nutrient availability over time. More research is needed on the optimal nutrient
rates and frequencies for crops produced within a high tunnel. Do not use field rates of nutrients for high
tunnel crops. In fact high tunnel crops should receive less fertilizer than field-grown crops.
High tunnels are very excellent structures for producing and drying seed material. Growers will have the
opportunity to use high tunnels to isolate vegetable varieties and produce or increase seed material for
their own use or for sale.

High tunnels will become a standard tool of successful produce growers in the future as growers strive to
meet the increasing demand for local food.
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Future Trends for HighFuture Trends for High
Tunnels in the U.S.Tunnels in the U.S.

Lewis W. Jett, Ph.D

State Vegetable and Small Fruit Crop Specialist

West Virginia University

2012 Agric. Sciences Building

Morgantown, WV 26506

304-293-6131 ext 4240 (Office)

Lewis.Jett@mail.wvu.edu (E-mail)
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Growth in high tunnel construction: CentralGrowth in high tunnel construction: Central
Midwest, USAMidwest, USA
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Low tunnels within a high tunnel. Lewis County, WV

Temperature
Management

Increasing the height of the high tunnel byIncreasing the height of the high tunnel by
3 feet3 feet will increase usable bed space forwill increase usable bed space for
crops and provide a higher sidewall for aircrops and provide a higher sidewall for air
movement.movement.

Marginal returns > Marginal costsMarginal returns > Marginal costs

A. Montri

Photo Credit: Michigan State University Photo Credit: Michigan State University
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May be using  30 hours of labor per crop
in venting.
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Ridge or peak vent

A. Montri

51” Ridge or peak
vent

High Tunnel
Ridge Vent
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Automated Venting

Light could be a limiting
factor within a high tunnel.
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High Tunnel Cropping SystemsHigh Tunnel Cropping Systems
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EightyEighty--three percentthree percent of the respondents reportedof the respondents reported
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tunnel for yeartunnel for year--round crop production.round crop production.
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High Tunnel: Average marketable tomato yield: 15-25 lbs/plant.
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Basil

Eggplant
Melons

Tomatoes

Economical Cropping Systems

Perennial Fruit Crops

Annual Vegetables
Crops

Blueberries

Polyculture
Intercropping lettuce with tomatoesIntercropping lettuce with tomatoes
isis 39% more efficient39% more efficient than growingthan growing
each crop individually.each crop individually.

Leaf lettuce
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Mobile High Tunnels

Photo Credit: Rimol Greenhouse Systems Photo Credit: E. Coleman
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The majority of high tunnelThe majority of high tunnel
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Sclerotinia Stem Rot

Spider mite
infestation

Predatory
mites released

No predatory
mites released

Blossom end rot of tomatoes

High Tunnel Irrigation and
Fertilization Management
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One inch of water per week = 1800
gallons of water for a typical high tunnel
structure.

Water Use within a High TunnelWater Use within a High Tunnel

Rain Water Surface Water

Pump

Water storage tank

Rain gutters attached to hip board

One inch of rainfall
= 2300 gallons of
water collected per
commercial high
tunnel. LongLong--term soil qualityterm soil quality
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Soluble salt
accumulation

Drip irrigation line

Amending the soil withAmending the soil with
compost and leaching thecompost and leaching the
soil with rainfall.soil with rainfall.

Cover crops within high tunnels.

Grass/legume mix

Grafting Tomatoes
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Elevated, soilless growing systems

Blackberries growing in 3 gallon gro-bags Styrofoam float trays
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High Tunnel Seed Production

QUESTIONS?QUESTIONS?


